
The Senoi Praaq recently stirred the imagination of Malaysians when they were 
involved in the search-and-rescue operation of four boys who had gone missing 
in the jungles of Fraser's Hill. SHAMTINI SUNTHARAIAH looks into the history of 

the Senoi Praaq and discovers a story that's the stuff of legends. 
EN men from the Senoi 'War people" traverse the deep The unit was established in May 1956 

Praaq joined the team of res- darkness of the rainforests that border and Noone became its commanding W cuers looking for four boys - Malaysia. They move swiftly and officer, serving from 1957 to 1961. 
Chew Tsyr Yee, 16, his brothers Tsyr silently through the thick under- The Senoi Praaq came into being 
Han, 14, and Tsyr Meng, 10. and their growth that most others would find not to satisfy some casual whim of 
cousin Jeremy Teo, nine -who had virtually impossible to penetrate. Noone's but rather to answer a press- 
gone missing in Fraser's Hill last Their effortless progress seems to sug- ing need, says Orang Asli Museum 
month, hope of finding them soon was gest that they rely on a sixth sense Director Asmawi Mohamed Yunos. 
r a i d  considerably. rather than the usual five to navigate "The British formed this unit to con- 
Those who knew of the Senoi Praaq, their path. trol communist activities in the jun- 

which media reports described as Although many members are Senoi gles of Malaya," he says. 
"famed" and 'legendary", felt that if one of three major orang asli groups in According to historical data, he 
anyone could find the boys, it would Malaysia, the unit is made up of orang says, the British were womed when 
be them because they were reputed to asli from all 18 substhnic tribes in the they realised communist insurgents 
be the best trackers in the country. country. were living in close proximity with 

And sure enough, the boys were One of the unit's rriain functions orangaslicommunitiesinthejungle. 
located by a group that comprised a today is to secure the borders of the They were concerned that it would- 
former member of the Senoi Praaq, nation, but half a century ago the n't be long before the communists 
Rapi Bata. words Senoi Praaq struck fear in the influenced these people to fight for 

The Senoi Praaq is a police unit heart of communist rebels in the their cause and the British wished to 
made up almost entirely of orang asli country. avoid this. 
members. The name Senoi Praaq, in The Senoi Praaq unit was the brain- Even then, the extraordinary jungle 
the Semi language, literally means child of one R0.D Noone, an officer in 
"war people' or "those who fight". the then British-administered Malaya. 



survival and tracking skills of the 
orang asli were well known, and it 
was feared that if these skills were 
used to support the communists, it 
could prove to be the undoing of the 
British. 

F~rtunately, the orang asli were 
eventually won over and this led the 
way toward the formation of the 
Gnoi Praaq. 
Asmawi says the British took an 

interest in orang asli affairs at the 
time and were, to some extent, 
familiar with their ways. The 
spoke‘ to them in Malay or 
Malay translator when they 
to communicate with the 
says. 

but they were restored in 2003.) 
The Senoi Praaq are the only unit 

other than the SAS who have the 
honour of wearing the red berets. 

The innate skills the orang asli 
possessed and the SAS gaining they 
received proved to be a powerful 

There are numerous tales abu t  
the stealth, endurance, strength and 
ferocious fighting skills exhibited by 
the unit particularly during their 
heyday when they fought commu- 
nists regularly, says Asmawi, who 
rkgularly chts  with elderly orang 
asli visiting the museum in Gombak. 

“They tell me about the old days, 
the ‘golden era’ of the Senoi Praaq,” 
he says 

Asmawi relates how a single 
member of the Senoi Praaq could 
eliminate 10 communists at a time. 
Written accounts on the Senoi Praaq 
describe a time when more commu- 
nists met a violent end at their hands 
than any-other security forces unit 
“Ihey used guns or jungle equip 

ment such as sharpened bamboo 
sticks and they also used to set traps 
called klmW says Asmawi. 

The belantik was normally used to 
trap animals but the Senoi Praaq also 
used them on the communists. A 
contraption made with roots, rotan 
and ropes, the belantik was cleverly 
hidden among leawes and pass. 


	
	

